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Abstract. Segmentation of histopathological whole-slide images is a
challenging task that requires dedicated approaches. In this paper, the
fore- and background segmentation problem is addressed by a combi-
nation of basic filters, which is evaluated against the established meth-
ods GrabCut and Watershed. It is shown that our computationally ef-
ficient, dedicated approach performs better than the technically more
advanced methods. The main lesson is that dedicated solutions built on
prior knowledge can out-compete advanced algorithms.

1 Introduction

In medical image analysis, segmentation of input data often forms a crucial pre-
processing step, e.g. to reduce the amount of input to the advanced and often
computationally costly main processing. In recent research, Watershed (WS) seg-
mentation is commonly applied in cell-segmentation or cell-nuclei identification
[1], GrabCut / GraphCut (GC) for the segmentation of image regions [2,3] and
Markov-Random-Fields (MRF) for both segmentation and classification of re-
gions [4]. For the purpose of foreground extraction, WS is not particularly suited
as standalone solution due to its tendency to over-segment [5]. GC on the other
hand, is particularly designed for foreground extraction and abstracts models
for fore- and background, which can even be adapted iteratively [2]. MRFs form
another model-based approach. The training of MRF models implicitly includes
a-priori knowledge into the algorithm, but an MRF is computationally costly if
large neighborhoods have to be analyzed.

In this work, a rather basic approach to split histopathological brightfield-
microscopic images of tissue samples into fore- and background is introduced.
Such preprocessing is a necessary step for detailed analysis in digital pathology
and computer-aided diagnosis. The proposed method aims at providing a reliable
and easy to implement, automatic foreground selection, tolerant to artifacts and
noise, without creating a large computational overhead to any further processing.
The method is compared to WS and GC for evaluation purposes.
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2 Materials and Methods

As input data, 43 images of tissue samples are available, which are stained with
different methods, i.e. H&E staining and specific immunological markers. The
files contain images at three scales, subsampled by the factors 1, 4 and 16 and
have a size of approximately 2500, 150 and 5 mega-pixels, respectively. For the
purpose of foreground extraction, the lowest scale (strongest subsampling) is
used. It is characteristic for the images to have a bright background, slightly
disturbed by noise, dust particles and occasional markings on the object slide.
Visually, fore- and background can already be distinguished very well by looking
at the color and the ”structuredness” of a region. As a measure for structure,
the standard-deviation in a region or the Laplacian operator can be used. The
algorithm suggested here is a combination of basic methods, such as Median-
Filtering, Thresholding, Erosion and Dilation, which are well explained in [6].
The pipeline proposed in the following is the result of extensive analysis, which
has shown that the structure information provides a superior segmentation com-
pared to a color-based approach.

2.1 Foreground Extraction from Structure Information (FESI)

Based on the gray-scale image, the absolute value of the Laplacian is calculated
and blurred by a strong Gaussian filter. This gives an average measure for the
structure in an image, with a high response in textured regions and a low response
in homogenous background regions. By applying the mean of the blurred image
as a global threshold, we obtain an initial mask and the inverse threshold will be
used later to find a reliable background point for flood-filling. On the initial mask,
morphological operations and median-blurring are used to open the foreground
mask and suppress noise. Still, there will be some remaining gaps inside the tissue
area. In order to identify the outer contours, we apply flood-filling, starting
at the maximum of the distance transform of the inverse initial mask, which
reliably belongs to the background, even after morphological operations. The
result already provides a good segmentation, but includes several artifacts.

At this point, further prior knowledge needs to be introduced: in the majority
of applications using serial tissue sections or similar types of samples, the tissue
areas on a slide are consistently about the same size and relatively large compared
to the artifacts. This implies that we can use the size of each region to separate
tissue from artifacts for this type of WSI scans. To measure the size of a region,
the distance transform is used and we start iterating over the distance maxima,
deleting visited ones with flood-filling and at the same time flood-filling the
accepted maxima into the final mask. Sometimes small tissue regions will occur
separated from the maximum, but close to it. Therefore, we still accept small
regions if they are close to a large maximum. FESI in pseudo-code:

laplace = abs(laplace(grayim(image)))

blurred = GaussianBlur(laplace, midsizeKernel, largeSigma)

mask = threshold(blurred, blurred.mean(), val=150)
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dseed = distanceTransform(...

...threshold(blurred, blurred.mean(), val=255, ’inverse’))

mask = medianBlur(mask, ’strong’)+100

mask = morphOpen(mask)

floodFill(mask, seed=dseed.argmax(), newVal=0)

mask[mask > 1] = 255

distance = distanceTransform(mask)

final_mask = mask.copy()

dmax = distance.max()

globalMax = distance.max()

seeds = []

while (dmax > 0):

start = distance.argmax()

seeds.append((start, dmax))

cv2.floodFill(mask, seed=start, newVal=0)

distance[mask == 0] = 0

dmax = distance.max()

if (dmax > 0.6*globalMax) or isClose(seeds, start):

floodFill(final_mask, start, newVal=200)

final_mask[final_mask != 200] = 0

final_mask[final_mask == 200] = 255

return final_mask

The algorithm was implemented in Python using the NumPy, and OpenCV
(Python) libraries. Matplotlib was applied to display the results. The WS and
GC implementations were taken from OpenCV. The initial mask for WS was
the threshold of the mean-blurred gray-scale image. GC gets a mask based on
the gray-scale image as input and is postprocessed with a median-blur for noise
reduction.

3 Results

For evaluation, the intersection-to-union area ratio, i.e. Jaccard-index, is used to
measure the overlap of the calculated mask C to the ground-truth G, i.e. r =
(C ∩ G)/(C ∪ G), where r = 1 (or 100%) represents a perfect overlap with the
ground-truth. The ground-truth was labeled manually in advance as a reference
mask. Figure 1 shows the resulting histograms for WS, GC and our algorithm.

For 34 out of 43 images, our algorithm matches the areas without visually
notable differences and an area overlap of more than 95%. In the remaining
9 images, the algorithm responds to noise or artifacts and includes additional
material. In none of the investigated cases, our algorithm missed relevant parts
of the tissue. With a deviation of 3.2% in the overlap, FESI shows a consistent
foreground/background separation.

WS on the other hand is only able to segment the image without any major
deviations from the ground truth segmentation in 7 out of 43 cases. The mean
overlap of 82.3% is significantly lower than for our approach and the higher
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deviation suggests less reliability. In many cases the mistakes include examples
of tissue regions that are discarded by WS as background.

GC matches the area slightly better, with an average overlap of 85.9% and
a standard-deviation of 8.7%. In most cases, GC manages to reliably subtract
the background, but tends to include many artifacts into the foreground. The
overall number of erroneously segmented images is 24, out of which only 5 are
missing small parts of the tissue (which would still be an acceptable range).

In terms of the processing time, FESI is the fastest algorithm with 0.59s on
average to segment an images. WS runs quite fast, too, with an average duration
of 0.95s and GC is by far the slowest algorithm with 14.3s. All performance
tests were run on a machine with a 3.5GHz processor and 32GB RAM. Table 1
summarizes all results and an example for the segmentation output is given in
Figure 2.

4 Discussion

As initially assumed, WS proved not to be suitable to solve the fore- and back-
ground segmentation task. According to our experience, the algorithm performs
well on identifying potential regions of interest, if this implies a strong change in
appearance in the image. The challenge in our application, however, is to identify
tissue even in regions that display weak staining intensity due to the less compact
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Fig. 1. Histogram of the area overlaps, measured as intersection-to-union ratio for
Watershed, GrabCut and FESI.
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(a) Input image (b) Ground Truth

(c) Watershed (d) GrabCut (e) FESI

Fig. 2. Comparison of the segmentation results in case of a H&E stained tissue sample.

Algorithm Mean Std Time [s] Mistakes

Watershed 82.3% 8.9% 0.95 36

GrabCut 85.9% 8.7% 14.29 24

FESI 95.9% 3.2% 0.59 9

Table 1. Results and comparison of the Algorithms. The mistakes are the cases in
which relevant parts were incorrectly marked as fore- or background. In total, 43 tissue
samples were tested.
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tissue composition, or due to technical characteristics of the staining method.
Discarding these regions may result in loss of information for the main process-
ing. Depending on the scientific or clinical question to digital histopathology
evaluation, this is in most cases not acceptable. The risk of a mistakenly re-
tained artifact is less severe, as it can easily be excluded further downstream in
the analysis process.

In contrast, GC tends to include many artifacts, which then have to be pro-
cessed in later steps. Although the high number of false-positives will likely affect
the overall processing time in later processing stages, GC seems to be more suited
to solve the task than WS. Basically, the assumptions about the region size and
spatial relations could be used to improve the result of the GC algorithm, as
well. However, the relatively high processing time of GC plus the anticipated
increased processing time in later analysis stages, constitute severe limitations
of GC for clinical use.

FESI actually performs best on the whole-slide image data set and manages
the foreground extraction accurately and reliably. It has the tendency of rather
including (slightly) too much background as tissue than discarding relevant con-
tent, but at the same time provides a good selectivity. As fore- and background
segmentation sets the stage for the subsequent more detailed WSI analysis, it
can have important impact on quality and speed of image processing. FESI
might represent a promising component of large-scale WSI processing, given the
importance of performance and speed in the emerging field of digital pathology.
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